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Abstract .~ 
Positron acceleration at the Saclay high duty cycle 

linsc is made between 20 and 130 lleV at the Low Energy 
Station and hi> twecn I50 and 500 MeV in the High Energy 
Iioum. izvc’r;iKc intcnsit ies in the whole energy domain 
arc the highest available among the various laborato- 
ries. llnergy widths (I:\WI) as low as 1 MeV are obtained 
for low energy bcnm (: 100 PleV) by spcri al use of the 
first two sections (S7, S8) which rotates the phase 
space (P,K ( I;) , Beams C;LII bf switc,htAd between Tm~ 
Lnrrgy ,Inti High I’:Iierf:v Stations with a period of I sec- 
ond * \‘ariolls factors oi the e-/r+ conversion rate are 
including the m,~gnet i c and ItI- phase ndjustrcnl s ; they 
are illustrated by analyzing the energy spectrum ob- 
t,lined wit11 ,~,~ri~It~rntii)n in the first scc>tion 57 only. 
Beam monitoring includes high sensitivity ferrite moni- 
tars, RI; cavities, wire chambers and scinti Ilation de- 
tecturs. A removable converter assembly will be used 
for an t’asy mnintenar1c.c in a highly activated field. 

‘The Saclay high duty cycle 600 MeV electron linac 
is now ;I place unique in the world for accelerating av- 
erage intensities above 50 nil of positrons from 20 to 
500 I+\’ 111 utlur i ng by annihilation in flight intense mo- 
nochromatic photori benas used for the study of photo- 
nul>leznr reactions. 

Reliable upcJr.ation during long runs is obtained by 
limiting sy$tcm:Iticnlly thf level of the electron beam 

: Gparternent de Physique Nuclkaire, CEN Saclay, BP 2, 
?I 190 Gif-sur-Yvette, Franrc. 

power. Operation with ;I high pow(‘r rotating target is 
excluded ; the target is unmoved : a piece of gold, wi th 
a thickness of one radiation length. This stronp,ly water 
cooled target is probably able to withstand more than 
100 VIA average iutensi ty of 90 Ilc~‘i’ electrons on ;l spot 
of I mm in diameter ; it has been tcstcd at a IfVf~l or 
80 VIA for continuous opcrntiou and in most of thr cx- 
periments, the average beam intensities effectively IJS- 
ed are limited to 50 to 60 DA. That 1 imi t,Iti on is also 
important for reducing tile ei‘fcct Of the flcCt rl~lll;i~:IlCt- 

it, shower on the first ncc~elernting section (SY). This 
specially d< signed standiug-wil\.e ncc>elerltinil sccti on ‘ 
has been described previously I. Part i cular e&h~~s i s is 
put on the stability of the vnrious elements ; general 
improvements of power : euerators, trnnsmi ttcrs j nd RI: 
pilot system art2 contributing to this go21. 

Typical adjustments -._--_-.-_-- ______ _ _. ..-. 
Two kinds of typical oprr;ltion art’ in USI’. 

For most of the expcrimcnts done in thtb L lS. ,’ 8 IJ,,~, 
Rcwl, a maximum energy of I IO PleV is sufficient and 
emphasis is put on the intensity of the beam in n ener- 
gy width of 6E/E = 1.5 ?‘. The solution adopted take5 
advantage of the separntc ,ldjustmcnt of the RF phxt> 
at the entrance of first (ST\ ;1n~1 s~~~~onil (S8) :.> ,tzlt~~‘t 
ing sections. Figs.lA nnd 11% !:ivc> some rL suits cf n 
calculation made for an electron hunch of cncrgv i; 3rd 

phase 4. One reads on Fig,lA the phase space at the 
entrance of SP for different values of the SY RF I~~IJSC. 
adjust ‘,t’:it 4;; the lower p‘irt of tlir figure is r-~~l,iL1 ilc 
to the value @7 c, 90”: the positrons are first slowed 
down ; the upper part is the nomal adjustment wit11 
Q > 90”; the effect of I;clectiw; the initial vnt~r~v 
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Fig. 1 - Phase space at the entrance (A) and at the end (H) of section S8. 
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of the positrons at the entrance of S7 (E7in)by vari- 
ous adjustment of the magnetic lens field at the con- 
verter (for example from 1.8 to I Tesla) is to change 
the beam phase @8in at the end of S7. 

Experiments made with feeding only S7 with RF (the 
other sections S8.. .Sl2 being not activated) and analyz- 
ing the energy spectra in the Low Energy Room, have de- 
monstrated that various families of energy are selected 
according to the adjustments of the magnetic elements 
(lens and solenoids) for a given value 07. Among the 
peaks observed, two of them are relative to the 3~r/2 
and the 1112 Larmor angle between the converter tar- 
get and the entrance of S7, but evidence has been found 
for a family with an initial energy E7 of about 20 MeV. 

The final adjustment is illustrated on Fig. ID. By 
changing the S8 RF phase 08 one rotates the phase spa- 
ce at the end of S8 (Eadut, $30Ut) and one obtains 
for example with 08 = @7 = 120’ a narrow energy spec- 
trum ; such an adjustment gives a gain of roughly a 
factor of two for the analyzed beam intensity in the 
Low Energy Station. 

For operation at the maximum energy of 130 MeV in the 

Low Energy Room and the acceleration to the &gh Enr~gg 
Room, the best results are obtained with a narrow phase 

. bunch and the strongest initial acceleration ; the 
initial energy spread is bearable with reference to 
the hE/E = 1 7: monochromatizing slit used at energy of 
300 or 400 Mel’. For improving the energy spectrum for 
such a “High Energy” adjustment, it is generally worth- 
while to lower the value of the magnetic field at the 
converter target, selecting lower values of E 7 and ob- 
taining a narrower phase bunch. 

Conversion rates and energy spectra 

The conversion rates, expressed as the positron beam 
intensity obtained after acceleration for a given 
90 MeV electron beam intensity impinging on the con- 
verter target are given on the Figs. 2 and 3. Curves A 
are relative to the intensity at the entrance of the 
monochromatizing slit and curves B are relative to the 
beam analyzed in aE/E = 1.5 % for the Low Energy 
Room and in AK/E = I i” for the High Energy Room. The 
quoted rates are not the best obtained values but mean 
values in numerous runs with some differences in the 
adjustments and in the status of the elements. Typical 
emittance values as measured in the Low Energy and 
High Energy Rooms are respectively 1 .8 x 1 O3 MeV rmn.mrd 
and 1.5 x I03 MeV mm. mrd. 

Table I gives typical values of the widths of the 
energy spectra as measured with (A) or without (R) the 
special (@7, @8) phase adjustment. 

Table 1 

Energy of accelerated 35 9O 
180 340 440 

positrons (MeV) 

lrz 

130 

Widths of energy 
spectrum (FIGPI) (Mel’) i 

b Ji 

1.35 2.50 3 1.9 I 3.2 4.1 

(A) with (E) without 

phase space rotation 

Beam diagnostics 

A large number of monitors are used to meet the two 
requirements of the accurate location of the high aver- 
age intensity of electrons at the entrance of the qua- 
drupole triplet focussing the beam on the converter 

1 B. Aune, M. Juillard, F. Netter and A. Pacchioni, In- 
tense beams of 100 to 500 MeV positrons. IXth Int. Conf 
High Energy Accelerators, 295, May 1974. 
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target and of the quick and easy detection of very low 
peak intensity of the positron beam at the beginning 
of the adjustment. 

After the last section (S6) accclerdting ihe elfctii)ns, 
there is a ferrite position monitor with d sensitivitv 
of 0.2 mm for a IO ml\ peak intensity and R seroIrd;irq 
electron di.iphrdgm monitor checking also pcrni:jnentl> 
the centring of the beam . In complement there are 
gamma-ray detectors looking to any beam losses. A tele- 
vision camera gives permanently i II thtl control room 
the direct observation of the surfal.ti of the target or, 
at any times it is needed, of a remotely controlled lu- 
minescent screen introduced in the plane of the target 
(the repetition rate of the beam pulses is then reduc- 
ed from IOOC to 6 Hz) . 

The positron monitors in the linnc are high sensi t- 
ivity ferrite toroidal intensity monitors and RF ca- 
vities. The first have a very low background of 0.2 UA 
peak current. The second have a sensitivity of 0.5 PA. 
(We used also remotely controlled diaphragms coupled 
to gamma-ray detectors). For the beam handling lines, 
intensities are measured with the ferrite monitors and 
profiles are given by wire chambers or revolving scin- 
tillator systems. 

The high sensitivity of the toroidal monitors for 
positron beam is obtained by using a high value for the 
loading resistance(6 to IO -kn) associated with a small 
number of whorls (30), instead of the values used for 
the electron beam monitors (I kS1 - 120 whorls). 

Maintenance 

The main difficulty is the high residual activity in 
the converter assembly. Changing the target itself is 
relatively easy. But the big problem is changing, if 
it is needed, the coils, the vacuum box and the cooled 
col1iastor.A newly designed assembly will offer the 
possibility to disc onn?(*t easily the whole converter 
assembly by the use of a quickly opened flange joint. 


